
Passerelle Coach 

Patch Notes 20/01/2022 

 

General 

Desktop/Mobile Web Application 

Patch version 

3.0.5 (Nov 18, 2021) : 

- Start of 3.0 public version 
 

3.0.6 (Jan 19, 2022) : 

- Fixed sound issues with multiple browsers 
- Fixed some instabilities causing the call to disconnect, crash or audio issues 
- Fixed media library display issue when coming from the “info” tab 
- Fixed issue displaying the annotation warning box when switching camera 
- Fixed issue shutting down mic sound when performing a camera switch 
- Changed audio handling architecture of the app 
- Fixed issue causing a blank stream after a screen share 
- Fixed issue where saving a picture would remove annotations from the picture 

Known Bugs 

- Bugs on Safari on iOS 15.1 makes Passerelle Coach unusable 
o Need to update apple devices to iOS 15.2 

Mobile Android Application 

Patch version 

3.0.12 (Nov 23, 2021 5:13 CET) : 

- Start of 3.0 public version 
 

3.0.13 (Dec 13, 2021 4:55PM CET) : 

- Updated to latest Iristick SDK + added support for Iristick on Android 12 
- Fixed an issue with incorrect video size after screen rotation  
- Fixed an issue with screen update after toggling the camera off  

 

3.0.14 (Dec 22, 2021 11:41 AM CET): 

- Fixed an issue with 'Flashlight Off' voice command 



 

3.0.15 (Dec 22, 2021 6:11 PM CET): 

- Fixed some issues on Android 12 
o Crash on some devices due to a change in keyboard resize handling 
o Issue with app links 

 

3.0.16 (Jan 12, 2022 6:02PM CET): 

- Fixed bluetooth headset connectivity issues  
- Fixed issues in media library (multiple add buttons and reload issue)  
- Improved handling of stream subscription failure 

 

3.0.17 (Jan 19, 2022 5:26PM CET): 

- Refactored audio streaming to fix issues with incoming audio on iOS devices.  
- Fixed issue with rapidly toggling the camera on and off  
- Fixed some issues in chat: improved UI, fixed behavior when sending/receiving media 

and fixed and error when opening a local image 


